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or somebody else that was there ? Then a passage again; a third courtyard. Sometimes another courtyard still, or even a fifth,
In the eleventh district the century-old house was black, the plaster on the walls peeling off, the traffic dense, and the people poorly clad. Every courtyard was a hive of swarming noisiness. The work that went on made up a composite sound of metallic beatings, of regular tick-tacks, of strident purrings.
In the neighbourhood of the two stations the corresponding house was only half a century old. Its frontage was in better repair. It had more offices than workshops, even on the lower floors. The courtyards, which were smaller, seemed relatively silent and deserted. Here you had not so much of the feeling that you were effaced, the illusion that you were not there at all. A glance which drifted down from the windows was more likely to strike you. But it took no interest in you and forgot you immediately.
" It is in one of those two corners that I must go and look/*
While he was making his way towards a M6tro station, he applied himself to a definite choice between them.
fe So far as distance away from my place goes, it comes to the same thing. Obviously it's not going to be convenient. It would have been better to keep Leheudry under my thumb ; but it can't be done. Even within a certain radius around my place, I don't see anything that would really suit. Besides, it's not such a bad thing to get him away from the neighbourhood to which he is accustomed. The district where the stations are will take him out of his element even more than, the other, especially beyond the Est station, despite the street-cars and die M£tro. As it is more middle-class, more a clerks' district, he will have less chance of meeting men in his own line of business and striking up acquaintances. That is, if he doesn't break ground too much towards the north and go and pick up fellows in the boulevard de la Chapelle. I must go and see about all that on the spot."

